ON GENERALIZATIONS OF SYLOW TOWER GROUPS ABIABDOLLAH FATTAHI
In this paper two different generalizations of Sylow tower groups are studied. In Chapter I the notion of a fc-tower group is introduced and a bound on the nilpotence length (Fitting height) of an arbitrary finite solvable group is found. In the same chapter a different proof to a theorem of Baer is given; and the list of all minimal-not-Sylow tower groups is obtained.
Further results are obtained on a different generalization of Sylow tower groups, called Generalized Sylow Tower Groups (GSTG) by J. Derr. It is shown that the class of all GSTG's of a fixed complexion form a saturated formation, and a structure theorem for all such groups is given.
NOTATIONS
The following notations will be used throughont this paper:
N<]G ΛΓCharG ΛΓ OG

M< G M<-G Z{G) Φ(G) [H]K F(G) C(H) = C G (H) N(H) = N G (H) PeSy\ p (G) P is a Sy-subgroup of G Core(H) = Gore G (H)
KG) h(G) d(G) c(P)
O P (G) N is a normal subgroup of G N is a characteristic subgroup of G N is a minimal normal subgroup of G M is a proper subgroup of G M is a maximal subgroup of G the center of G #>-part of the order of G, p a prime set of all prime divisors of \G\ the Frattini subgroup of G -the intersection of all maximal subgroups of G semi-direct product of H by K the Fitting subgroup of G -the maximal normal nilpotent subgroup of G the centralizer of H in G the normalizer of H in G P is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G PeSγl p (G) the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H= ΓioeoH* the nilpotence length (Fitting height) of G p-length of G minimal number of generators of G nilpotence class of the p-group P some nonnegative power of prime p largest normal p-subgroup of G U is an abnormal subgroup of G Σ n symmetric group on n letters A n alternating group on n letters All the groups we consider are assumed to be finite.
CHAPTER I
ά-Tower and Sylow Tower Groups 1* fctower groups* The concept of a &-tower group provides an alternative way of looking at finite solvable groups and enables us to obtain some results about such groups by generalizing some of the properties of Sylow tower groups. We start with the definition of a A -tower group: DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group with \G\ = ΠLiP? and k be a positive integer. We say that G has a k-tower if there are subgroups Hi <3 G, i -0, 1, 2, , kn such that
where each \H i+1 8 3 ^ 0 (j > = 1, 2, , n) and the number of nontrivial p^-factors is at most k for all j and is precisely k for at least one j.
Observations. The followings are immediate consequences of this definition:
(a) G has a 1-tower <=> G has a Sylow tower. This is just the definition of a Sylow tower group.
(b) G has a k-tower => every subgroup and every homomorphίe image of G has a k'-tower for some k f ^ k. If H ^ G, the tower obtained from the Λ-tower of G by intersecting each entry with H is a &'-tower for H and since some of these intersections may be the identity, so k f ^ fc. The fe'-tower for the homomorphic image is obtained by taking the homomorphic image of each entry in the £>tower of G.
( 
is a fc-tower for
This is clear. DEFINITION . Suppose G has a /b-tower 1 = ίZo ^ H x <j ^ jff /cw = G. We define the type of G to be the ordered kn-tuple
consisting of the primes that appear in the factors of this tower. Note that some of these factors may be trivial in which case we can put any prime in its corresponding place in the A w-tuple.
If G has a £>tower of a given type, then any subgroup and any homomorphic image of G has a ά'-tower of the same type for some k r ^ k (note that in the &V~tuple we can always insert enough l's in the right places to make it into a kn-tuple).
Since the direct product of two &-tower groups of the same type is clearly again a λ -tower of that type, we get: Proof. We will prove the whole statement of the theorem by induction on \G\. Let K/φ(G) be the first nonidentity entry in the A:-tower of G/φ(G). Then K <\G and K/φ(G) is a p-group, for some p.
Let PeSγ\ p (K) .
Therefore, G = N G (P), and we get P<\G. Now since φ(G/P) ^ 0(G)P/P -£/P, we have that G/P/ψ(G/P) is a homomorphic image of G/P/K/P a* G/K. But G/J8Γ has a A:-tower and the number of ^-factors in that tower is ^ k -1. So G/P/φ(G/P) has a A^-tower for some k λ ^ k and the number of nonidentity p-factors is <£&! -1 ^ & -1. So by induction G/P has a A^-tower and number of ^-factors in that tower is ^ k x -1. Since P is p-group and P 0 G, we get that G has a & r tower, k x ^ A:. On the other hand, G/φ(G) is a homomorphic image of G, so k ^ fe le Therefore, ^ = /c, i.e., G has a ά-tower. If for some prime p 0 Φ p, the number of ^-factors of G/φ(G) is equal to k r < k, the same holds for G/K and, consequently, the same thing will have to hold for G.
If G is a Sylow tower group, then p-length of G is ^1 for all primes p. This result generalizes to fc-tower groups as follows:
Proof. The Λ-tower of G is a normal series each of whose factors is either a p-group or a p'-group, the number of ^-factors not exceeding k. This being true for each prime p, we conclude that l P (G) ^ k, for all p. Note. This generalizes a theorem of J. L. Alperin about Sylow tower groups [1] to k-tower groups.
Proof of 1.5. We proceed by induction on |G|. We can assume that G has a unique minimal normal subgroup. Because if N x and N 2 are two distinct minimal normal subgroups of G, then N t Π N 2 = 1. But GIN, n iV 2 < GjN, x G/N 2 and G/N i9 i = 1, 2 satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, so by induction, G/N { , i -1, 2 has the desired form and therefore so does G.
Let N be the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Since G is solvable, | N\ = 2? r , for some prime #> and some positive integer r. So if -O P {G) > 1 and O^(G) = 1. Consequently, O P , P (G) = O P (G) = 2<Γ, and 
HKjF(H)F(K) = HF(H)KF(K)jF(H)F(K) = (HF(K)IF(H)F(K))(KF(H)IF(H)F(K))
.
Since F(H) £ F(H)F(K), HF(K)/F(H)F(K) is a homomorphic image of HF(K)/F(H). But HF(K)jF(H) = (H/F(H))(F(K)F(H)/F(H)). Here, l(H/F(H)) = l(H) -1 ^ fc -1, and l(F(H)F(K)/F(H))
= 1, as F(K) is nilpotent. So by induction l(HF(K)/F(H)) g k -1. Similarly, l(KF(H)jF(H)F{K)) £ k -1. Now,
(*) and induction yield that l(HK/F(H)F(K)) £ k -1. But F(H)F(K) £ F(HK), so l(HK/F(HK)) £k-l and, therefore, l(HK) £
If G is a group, we denote by 2* Sylow tower groups* In this section we give an alternative proof for Theorem 2.1 below. Two different proofs are already given to this theorem by J. Thompson [9] and R. Bear [2] . A third proof, using a result of Gaschϋtz, was suggested to me by Professor J. Alperin and the work is presented in this section. Later I found out that a graph-theoretical proof of this theorem was given by T. 0. Hawkes [6] . THEOREM 
// every 2-generator subgroup of a finite group G has a Sylow tower, then so does G.
It will be sufficient to prove the following So G*/N* being isomorphic to a homomorphic image of a proper subgroup of G*, has a Sylow tower. This shows that every proper homomorphic image of G* also has a Sylow tower, i.e., G* is a criti-cal group. If G* is not solvable, then it must be simple. Indeed it must be minimal simple, as all its proper subgroups being Sylow tower groups are solvable. But by Thompson's classification of all minimal simple groups we know that all such groups are generated by two elements. So in this case we get d(G*) = 2. If G* is solvable, then by Theorem 2.2 we know that d(G*) = 2. So in any case we get that
But this means that G has a Sylow tower since every 2-generator subgroup of G does by hypothesis. This contradicts the choice of G and proves our claim.
We therefore begin to prove Theorem 2.2. For the remainder of this section G will denote a solvable critical group. G has the following additional properties:
(1) G does not have any normal Hall subgroup. If H were a nontrivial normal Hall subgroup of G, then H and G/H would have Sylow towers and this implies that G has a Sylow tower.
(2) φ(G) = l. Otherwise G/ψ(G) has a Sylow tower and then by Theorem 1.2 so does G.
Since φ(G) = 1, P has a complement S in G and since P is central, G = S x P. But S has a Sylow tower, therefore, so does G.
where A, <\ G and | A, | = pp. This follows from the fact that in any finite group G, F(G)/φ(G) is the direct product of Abelian minimal normal subgroups of G/φ(G) [7, p. 279] . Here φ(G) = 1 and G is solvable.
(5) l p (G) S 1, for all p. If i Po (G) > 1 for some prime p Q , then by Powell's theorem [3] there exists a 2-generator subgroup H of G such that l Po (H) > 1. But W-ff) ^ 1 for all p as H has a Sylow tower.
(6) Lemma (Bear [2] ). For each p\\G:G'\ there is a normal subgroup N of G with |G: JV| = p. Furthermore, N has a unique Sp-subgroup M which is at the same time a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Since iV is a proper subgroup of G, it must have a Sylow tower and, therefore, possesses a normal S^-subgroup for some prime q. If q Φ p, then G also has a normal S g -subgroup violating (1) . So p -q and N has a (unique) normal S p -
Since φ(G) = 1, there is S < G with SM Q = G and SiiM 0 = 1. By Dedekind identity we get
S has a Sylow tower and so has a normal g-complement T for some q. If q Φ p, then M 0 T is a normal g-complement for G, violating (1) . So p = q. 
So G/C(M Π S) is a p-group
But then (*) shows that G induces a p-group of automorphism in the normal ^-subgroup M p\ S. So it fixes some element 1 Φ zeM f] S, i.e., zeZ (G) . This is a contradiction unless M Π S = 1 in which case we get M o = M.
This shows that if \G\ = and if Pi\\G: G'|, then G has Since G has no p?" 1 -p? a minimal normal subgroup A { with normal Sylow subgroup this would be the only minimal normal subgroup of G of order a power of p^ In particular, this shows that in (4) each A t is a S^-subgroup of F(G).
Let {P l9 P 2 , , P n } be a Sylow basis for G and let D be the So p = for corresponding system-normalizer. Suppose p\\G:G'\ some i = 1, 2, , n. Let P be the corresponding Sylow subgroup in the above basis. Set K = O P , (G) .
PK/K is a S p -subgroup of G/K. So by (5), PK/K < G/JBΓ. Therefore, by Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there is R/K ^ G/K with: Let M be the minimal normal subgroup of G obtained in (6) . We have the following diagram:
It is clear from this diagram that M ^ MK/K and PK/MK are the only p-chief factors of G in the chief series obtained by refining the series 1 < K <\ MK < PK < G. 
Now it is clear that if/if is a complement to MK/K (note that since
H is a complement to M, it must contain a Hall p'-subgroup of G and so H ^ if).
(8) PK/MK is a central and MK/K is an eccentric chief factor of G. PK/MK and N/MK are normal subgroups of G/MK of coprime orders, so they centralize each other. But PK/MK has order p so PK/MK Ẑ (G/MK). This shows that PK/MK is central.
x A ft and ^ are all eccentric chief factors of G, D avoids each A i and so it avoids every factor in:
It follows that D avoids F(G), i.e., F{G) ni) = l.
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(10) Let p\\F(G)\ and let A be a minimal normal subgroup of G of ppower order. Then G/A has a Sylow tower and so it has normal -complement for some prime q. If q Φ p, then G also has a normal g-complement violating (1) . So q = p and if L/A is the normal p-complement of G/A, then \G: L\ = p, i.e., G' ^ L. So p||G: G'|. (11) π
(F(G))^π(D).
This is clear from the diagram (*) as G/N is a central chief factor and so D covers it, i.e., p\\D\. Our final goal is to find all chief factors of G and determine whether they are complemented, central, or eccentric. We have this information about those chief factors whose orders are divisible by prime divisors of \G: G'\. We will show that π(G/G') = π(G). To establish this we use some of the ideas from Thompson's proof of Theorem 2.2.
We choose notation so that π(
, k choose x^Ό with \x t \ = Pi-This can be done by (11). Substituting these in the above formula we get:
Since r 4 ^ 2, this shows that φ G (2) > 0 and so G can be generated by two elements. Proof. Let \G\ = Π U Vl 1 where p ι <p 2 < <Pn', n € ^ 1. Since every proper subgroup of G is a STG of this type so every proper subgroup of G is p n -nilpotent. If G is also p w -nilpotent, then there is a K<] G with p n Jf\K\ and \G/K\ = pt. Since K < G, so K is a STG of type < and, therefore, so is G. Hence G is not p^-nilpotent, i.e., G is a minimal-not-^vnilpotent group and, therefore, by Itδ's theorem it is a minimal-not-nilpotent group.
We consider now a more general situation. Suppose every proper subgroup of G is a STG of some type (not necessarily all of the same type), but G is not. Then what can we say about G? It turns out that in this case G even does not have to be solvable. For example, the alternating group A 5 has this property.
In the proof of Theorem 2.2 we obtained some properties of critical groups. Our main goal in proving that theorem was to show that critical groups are generated by two elements. One can actually determine all such groups from the information obtained about them in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and some more work. This was done by Thompson and more recently by Hawkes, and the result is that if G is a solvable critical group, then G is one of the following groups:
( Proof. Case 1. G is solvable. In this case G* is solvable and since Φ(G*) = 1 so every proper homomorphic image of G* is a STG. So G* is a solvable critical group and, therefore, is one of the groups (1) or (2).
Case 2. G is not solvable. In this case G* must be simple and since all proper subgroups of G* are solvable, so G* is a minimal simple group and is, therefore, one of the following groups:
P , p odd prime. However, not all of these are minimal-not-STG's, e.g., PSL (2, 7) has a subgroup isomorphic to the symmetric group Σ 4 on four letters and so it has a proper subgroup which has no Sylow tower. In order to determine which of these groups are actually minimal-not-STG's we need the following theorem of Dickson (cf. [7] , p. Among these only (f), (g), and (h) do not have Sylow towers. So we check the list (i)-(iii) of minimal simple groups for these conditions. None of them can have subgroups of type (g) and (h) as they are minimal simple. So we only have to check the condition (f). We get: PSL (2, p) * -1 = 9* -1 = (9 -l)(9 g -1 + 9*-2 + ... + 9 + 1) -8(9^ + 9*~2 + + 9 + 1) .
The number of terms in the second factor on the right-hand side is q and, therefore, is odd. Since each summand in that factor is also odd, we get that p 2f -1 =£ 0(16) and so PSL (2, 3 ? ) is a minimal-not-STG.
Claim: PSL(3, 3) has a subgroup isomorphic to Σ t .
Since the only third root of 1 in GF (3) is 1, so PSL (3, 3) w SL (3, 3) .
Let V be a 3-dimensional vector space over K = GP (3) with basis {a ϊy a 2ί a 3 }. We set:
Clearly, H is an Abelian subgroup of order 4 of SL (3, 3) and is a four group. Define N by:
2, if σe Σ 3 -A 3
It can easily be seen that iVis actually a subgroup of SL (3, 3) , isomorphic to Σ z . It consists of the following matrices:
So ^ is diagonal with determinant 1 (= the determinant of h), i.e.,
Hence, L = NH is a subgroup of G isomorphic to ^ and the claim is established. This shows that PSL (3, 3) is not a minimal-not-STG.
Finally, we consider the Suzuki groups Sz(q), q = 2 P , p odd prime. These are simple groups of order q 2 (q -l)(<f + 1) and Suzuki has shown that they can only have the following subgroups [8] : 
and since q and r are powers of 2, so Ai are Hall subgroups of G. So they are Hall subgroups of Bi. This means each B { is a STG being the extension of a cyclic group by an Abelian group. So all subgroups of Sz(q) are STG's and we get that Sz(q), q = 2 P , p odd prime is a minimal-not-STG. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
CHAPTER II
On Generalized Sylow Tower Groups of Derr 1* Saturation of the formation of all generalized Sylow tower groups of a given complexion. Generalized Sylow Tower Groups (GSTG) were introduced by J. Derr in [4] . If G is a Sylow tower Group (STG), say of type Pi < p 2 < < 3> Λ , then there is a set {G Pί , G H , *-,G p J of Sylow subgroups of G such that if i > j, then G p . ^ N(G Pj ). Derr generalizes this property of STG's to get: DEFINITION. A group G is a GSTG if there is a complete set {G p \p\\G\} of Sylow subgroups of G satisfying:
G is a GSTG and p and q are two distinct primes such that, say, G p ^ N(G q ), we write pRq. This defines a relation R on the set of all primes and we say that G is a GSTG of complexion i2. It can be seen that subgroups and homomorphic images of GSTG's are also GSTG's and, in fact, that the class of all GSTG's of a given complexion J? is a formation [4] . We will prove, in this section, that this formation is actually saturated (Theorem 1.2) . THEOREM 
If G is a GSTG, then l p (G) ^ 1, for all primes p.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counter-example. So G is a GSTG and there is a prime g such that l q {G) > 1. Furthermore, if H is a GSTG and \H\ <\G\, then l p (H) ^ 1, for all p. G has the following properties:
(1) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N. If N t and iV 2 are two distinct minimal normal subgroups of G, then N 1 ΠN 2 = 1. Since G/ΛΓ,, i = 1, 2 are GSTG's of smaller orders than |G|, so ^(G/JV.) ^ 1, i = 1, 2. Hence,
a contradiction. This proves (1) . (2) φ(G) = l. This follows from the minimality of G and the fact that l q (G) -l q (G/φ(G)) (cf. [7] , p. 689).
(3) O,,(G) = 1, N is a g-group and JV = C(iV).
Since G is solvable, | ΛΓ| is power of some prime, so N must be a g-group. It follows from (2) that there is a maximal subgroup M of G such that N ^ M, and so ikί is a complement for AT in G. So 
S N{G q ). But then by (N) we have G β S N(G P ). Now, N ^ G q ^ N(G P ).
So JV and G p are two normal subgroups of N(G P ) of coprime orders. So G p ^ C(N) -iV. But this cannot happen as N is a g-group and p Φ q.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counter example. We get: 
{R,K P \P\\K\}
is a complete set of Sylow subgroups of G and clearly G is a GSTG. To prove it has complexion R, we only need to show that if in G/φ(G), in addition to pRr (which must hold), it is also true that rRp for some p Φ r then a similar relation holds in G. The assumption on G/φ(G) implies that in addition to
we also have So i2 = C R {K P ) and, therefore, [i2, iΓJ = 1. From this it is obvious that R ^ N β (K p ), i.e., rRp holds in (?.
But then R/Φ(G) and K p φ(G)/φ(G) centralize each other, i.e., [R, K p φ(G)\ g φ(G), and so [R, K p ] £ φ(G). We show ψ(G) = φ{R):
We have shown that G is GSTG of complexion R, contradicting our assumption. 2* Structure of GSTG's* In this section we find a way of con-ON GENERALIZATIONS OF SYLOW TOWER GROUPS 471 structing GSTG's of a given complexion and study the groups which are GSTG's but not STG's. In particular, we find all such groups whose orders are divisible by precisely three distinct primes.
Let R be a fixed relation on the set of all primes. We denote by 5^* the class of all GSTG's of complexion R. Let Sf be the smallest class of groups containing all prime-power groups such that:
(1) £f is closed under subdirect products (i.e., subgroups of direct products). Proof. £f* contains all prime-power groups and satisfies the conditions (1) and (2); and since Sf is the smallest class with these properties, we get that Sf S ^*.
To prove the converse, suppose by way of contradiction that * g £f. Choose G minimal with the property that Gey*, but Now KeS^*, so by minimality of G,KeS^ and since Pe,9* and qRp for all qeπ(K), so by (2), G = [P]Ke£^ a contradiction. So ^* s SI and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
One may ask if there are GSTG's which are not STG's; and if so, is it possible to obtain all such GSTG's from STG's with certain operations. Clearly, if the order of a GSTG is divisible by only two distinct primes, then it is also a STG. In Theorem 2.3 we will find all GSTG's whose orders are divisible by precisely 3 distinct primes and are not STG's. DEFINITION. A group X is called a G-group if it is a GSTG but not a STG. We say X is a (? w -group if X is a G-group and its order is divisible by exactly n distinct primes. LEMMA Proof. G cannot have a normal Sylow subgroup. Because if it did, the quotient being a GSTG with order divisible by exactly two distinct primes would have to be a STG and this forces G to be a STG. So if p, q, and r are the three distinct prime divisors of G, then G must have complexion R, where pRq , qRr , and rRp .
By Theorem 2.1 G is obtained from prime-power groups by applying the following operations:
(1) taking subgroups of direct products; (2) extension of a p-group by a GSTG H of complexion R, where p g π(H).
So in order to construct our group G we start with prime-power groups P^ Qi, and R { and apply (1) first. We get a nilpotent group H. If I fl" I is divisible by p, q, and r, then we cannot apply (2) to it any more and we must get a nilpotent group which is not the case.
So we may assume that | H\ is divisible by 2 primes, i.e., H is one of the following groups
Applying (2) to these, we get:
None of these could be our group G, as they each have a normal Sylow subgroup. If these were to be constituents of G, they must be GSTG's of complexion R and so we have additional properties:
So the group in (a) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2. The groups in (b) and (c) satisfy similar hypothesis; and since we can now only apply (1) to (a), (b), and (c), Lemma 2.2 shows that G must be of the required form.
We could start with the prime-power group P i9 Q it and Ri and apply (2) first. We get the following groups:
Applying (1) to these yields a group of the required form. If we apply (2) once more to (*), we get:
As before, each of these groups has a normal Sylow subgroup and, hence, could not be our group G. If they were constituents of G, we must have Therefore, these groups satisfy Lemma 2.2, and so G must have the required form.
We have considered all the possibilities and since | G | is divisible by only three distinct primes, this process terminates here and the theorem is proved.
3* Minimal-not-GSTG's and critical groups* In section three of Chapter I we saw that if every proper subgroup of a group G is a STG of the same type, but G is not, then G must be solvable and, indeed, it has to be a minimal-not-nilpotent group. The similar statement is not true for GSTG's, i.e., if every proper subgroup of a group G is a GSTG of the same complexion, but G is not, then G does not have to be solvable (Proposition 3.1). Proof. If G is solvable, as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we get that order of G must be divisible by precisely two distinct primes p and q. Since every proper subgroup of G is a GSTG whose order is divisible by 2 primes so they are all STG's. Similarly, all proper homomorphic images of G are STG's. This means that G is a critical group with respect to STG's. So G is one of groups (a) or (b), by Theorem 3.2 of Chapter I.
If G is not solvable, then it must be minimal simple, and we have seen in the analysis of critical groups for STG's that G must be one of the groups (c)-(f).
Finally, if G is a minimal-not-GSTG, then G* = G/φ(G) is a critical group and so we get the following: Proof. Let G be a minimal counter-example. If H is a proper subgroup of G, every 2-generator subgroup of H is a GSTG. So by minimality of G, H is a GSTG. So G is a minimal-not-GSTG. By
